Concepts
Products
Service

Function meets aesthetics.
How we turn your ideas into reality.

Building new
solutions.
Lindner undertakes major projects worldwide in
all areas of interior fit-out, insulation technology,
industrial services and building facades. From
pre-planning through to project completion Lindner
is your partner of choice.
The Company’s extensive manufacturing capability
enables quality to be strictly maintained whilst
allowing maximum flexibility to meet individual
project requirements.
Environmental considerations are fundamental to all
Lindner’s business principles.
Through partnerships with clients Lindner turns
concepts into reality.

Choosing Lindner you have:
Lindner Concepts:

Lindner Products:

Lindner Service:

Tailored solutions specifically
geared to satisfy individual project
requirements

Quality materials and systems
to the very highest industry
standards

Comprehensive project
management services
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Main photo: BER Berlin Brandenburg Airport
Photo: © marcusbredt.de

Strikingly
beautiful!
Convincingly high-class interior
design solutions.

Lindner know-how for your project:
-- Integrated concepts for your construction project
-- Individual designs
-- Own research and development department
-- Products from our own manufacturing facilities
-- Everything from one single source
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You have the vision.
We‘ll make it real.

Three Lindner business
areas under one roof:
Lindner Objektdesign GmbH.
Lindner Objektdesign GmbH is an
independently operating company within the
Lindner Group.
The three business areas
- Interior Fit-out and Furnishings
- Cruise Liner and Ship Fit-out
- Hotels and Resorts
make use of decades of practical experience.
In close cooperation with investors and their
architects, we not only supervise the
complete interior design of large special
projects, we also install everything ourselves:
from complex fittings through to individual
pieces of furniture.

Wurttemberg State Theater Stuttgart
Photo: © Brigida González
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Function and ambience:
discover the diversity of
our range of services.

Scandic Hamburg Emporio
Photo: © Toni Momtschew

Modern architecture combines functionality and
aesthetics with the greatest safety possible. Our
designers, technicians and engineers ensure the perfect
conversion of your ideas – so that there are no limits to
your creativity.

Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie
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Inspiration enables
innovation. Lindner R&D.
Lindner Research and Development.
Ready for the exceptional:
- Individual concepts to your wishes
- Special solutions for design, statics, acoustics,
fire safety
- Wide-ranging expertise
- Highest demands on quality and aesthetics

Everything is always under control.
Lindner test labs and workshops.
Each of our projects satisfies the highest demands
on design, statics, acoustics and fire safety. Our
Research and Development department operates
high-performance test workshops and has its own
TÜV-certified test labs. This is where we test the
properties of our new developments with respect
to building physics and match the products to your
individual needs. Which is why we can react quickly
and safely to your special wishes.

Nytt Konserthus Stavanger
Campus Westend II

Photo: © www.justdirk.net
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Integrated concepts for
intelligent processes.

We are by your side as an experienced partner in every phase of your project.
Numerous highly-specialized experts as well as innovative technologies permit
the implementation of even the most unusual of ideas.

Perfectly organized: with Lindner project support.
We plan the complete project management together with you and draw up an
absolutely efficient support plan. This minimizes your coordination work and
avoids frictional losses. We will be happy to help you within the scope of an
active partnership, right through to a turnkey execution, with applicationoptimized Lindner Concepts, proven Products and bespoke Services. Because
we want to assist your project entirely to your individual wishes, you can
commission as many or as few of our services as you want.

Ministry for Urban Development and the Environment, BSU
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Trust in a
strong partner.
We provide you with everything from one single source. This means that you benefit from the
handling of all services by a financially strong partner, minimized interfaces and optimum
flexibility, so that exceptional ideas can be carried out in next to no time.

Customer

Contractual partner: Lindner

Architect,
project controller
(representative
of builder)

Sales

Technical administration

Estimation

Invoicing

R&D

Project team

QM

Project manager

Site
management

Project
engineering

CAD

Procurement

CAD

Site manager
Installation team

Production

(contractual companies)

How we implement your special requirements.
We put together a separate project team who are individually attuned to your construction
project and who define and control all processes centrally. As your direct point of contact, this
team guarantees that the project standards, budgets and deadlines are met in accordance with
the strict stipulations of our integrated quality management system through ongoing checks. We
provide experienced procurement specialists to help plan the project and highly qualified CAD
design engineers for the technical interpretation of your wishes. Various corporate divisions such
as R&D or our central procurement department also provide assistance if and when this is needed.
Our site managers are always present and coordinate the work – making sure that everything goes
smoothly.
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For cutting-edge components:
Lindner Production.
Lindner develops and manufactures customized products which will bring your concepts to life.
This way, we can guarantee that wood does not burn and new floors can be walked on after only
one day, for example. Because our motto is: anything is possible.

The Lindner Group headquarters in Arnstorf,
with the production and administration buildings of Lindner Objektdesign GmbH highlighted in the picture

High quality from our production units.
Thanks to our numerous production units, all of the products are readily available. Special
designs and customized fittings are manufactured in our in-house joinery in Arnstorf and by
our subsidiary Lindner Mobilier s.r.o., for example. That‘s why we welcome in particular your
unusual ideas which we can fulfil for you quickly and accurately. Permanent quality controls in all
production units ensure that you profit from the highest product safety at all times.
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Born out of experience:
Lindner composite materials.
These Lindner products are characterised by their outstanding building physics properties – thus giving you
maximum flexibility for your interior design. They are not simply a combination of different materials; rather,
their unique compound structure satisfies different requirements, such as fire safety, acoustics and design.
They are produced in a certified process in our own production units.

Real wood for the best result:
Lindner PUREline
The PUREline surface technology allows the
production of metal panels and structural components
that are finished with real wood veneer. Thanks to
these wooden surfaces, the proven Lindner aluminum
systems retain their lightness with very good fire
safety properties. The advantage: you can even use
components with this design where the requirements
on statics and fire safety rule out the use of solid
wood. Positive practical experience led to the
systematic development of further composite
products.

Ohel Jakob Synagogue
Photo: © Ulrike Grothe, Munich
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AIDAmar
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

World flyweight champion:
Lindner COMP+

Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

The high-quality sandwich elements consist of
an aluminum honeycomb core and top layers in
various designs. Choose between COMPlacq with
varnished, COMPprint with printed and COMPwood
with real wood veneer surfaces on aluminum sheets
or COMPdecor with HPL surfaces. Thanks to COMP+,
large-size components can be built in a weight-saving
design – for example suspended ceiling panels, wall
covering in maritime fit-out or decorative elements
with curved edges. Apart from flat, rigid panels, the
range of products also includes curved/arched panels
and column trims. The alternatives with perforated
aluminum top layers for improved room acoustics
also make for a unique combination of features.
Another weighty advantage: the non-combustible
backing materials mean that COMP+ has first-class
fire safety properties.
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Fire safety in a package:
panels with real wood veneer.
So that even A2 requirements don‘t spark things off:
Lindner FIREwood
FIREwood stands for a range of composite fire safety panels, right through to
non-combustible, ready-to-fit panels.

Wurttemberg State Theater Stuttgart
Photo: © Brigida González
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Wurttemberg State Theater Stuttgart
Photo: © Brigida González

You want to finish rooms in real wood and at
the same time have to satisfy high fire safety
requirements such as „low-flammability“ or
„non-combustibility“?
Simply decide on Lindner FIREwood: you
can then use all kinds of real wood veneers
even in large rooms, such as assembly rooms
or school buildings, as well as along escape
and rescue routes despite strict fire safety
regulations – because the composite panels
with a fibre-reinforced gypsum core do not
burn and are also available sound-absorbing
on request. For us, it doesn‘t matter if the
project is in Germany, Europe or even further
afield.
FIREwood is a successful combination of fire
safety, acoustics and elegance.

BER Berlin Brandenburg Airport
Photo: © marcusbredt.de
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Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

Our products – at your avail.
Lindner Product Supplies.
Do you need some special components or are you interested in one of our innovative
products? We will be happy to develop and supply bespoke solutions for your project so
that you can implement even exceptional ideas. Of course, you won‘t just get the product
but also our tried-and-trusted Lindner know-how – because we provide extensive advice on
your project-related requirements with respect to delivery and installation.

We offer high-quality solutions.
And proven ones.
Our widespread national and international delivery business ensures the fast availability
of all of our products. That’s how we give your project planning maximum flexibility with a
reliably high quality.
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Naturally sustainable.
Lindner has devoted a separate
business to this claim since 2009 –
Green Building.

Lindner has many years of experience in the
fields of hotel as well as office and administrative
buildings with projects involving the commonly
used certification systems BREEAM, LEED and
DGNB. It’s no coincidence that therefore Lindner was
responsible for the complete finishing in the first
DGNB-certified hotel in Germany: the Scandic Berlin
Potsdamer Platz.
The Green Building team accompanies projects
throughout the entire construction phase.
The processes during production and on the
construction site are hereby optimised with a view
to sustainability; suppliers and manufacturers are
systematically integrated in the improvement of the
Green Building processes and the documents and
records needed for certification obtained.

Scandic Berlin Potsdamer Platz

The constant reduction of CO2 emissions, low-emission production steps, waste- and energy-oriented
optimisation in our production units have long been an avowed goal within our Integrated Management System
IMS. A cross-company life cycle assessment controlling system has been an integral part of this since 2012.

Lindner is a founding member of the Deutsche Gesellschaft für Nachhaltiges
Bauen (DGNB = German Sustainable Building Council) and a member of the
US Green Building Council. We are actively involved in the propagation of the
principles of sustainable building and in the further development of relevant
standards.
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Freedom of choice
in architecture.

If rooms have a representative task, the
perfect blend of function and aesthetics
is particularly important. We prepare an
integrated concept together with you for
the perfect conversion of your wishes, for
example with respect to acoustics and
furnishing. What‘s more, we provide all of
the other services from one source too –
for particularly efficient processes with no
superfluous interfaces.

VR-Bank Heilbronn

State Library in Berlin
© Alexander Schippel
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Ministry for Urban Development and the Environment, BSU
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We love institutions.
Cultural institutions
for example.

Campus Westend

Nytt Konserthus Stavanger

Photo: © Stefan Müller

Photo: © Benjamin Pichelmann, Hamburg
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With our wealth of experience and know-how, we are happy to take on the highclass finishing of your cultural and educational institution. Architect‘s designs
and building physics specifications are implemented in exactly the way you
want. This begins with wall and ceiling covering, fixtures and furnishings, right
through to auditoriums and complete concert halls – on land and at sea.

Das Wormser
Photo: © Bernward Bertram
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Full speed ahead for your
imagination: Lindner Maritime.
Discover the unique diversity of Lindner –
for maritime fit-out too.

We can offer specific know-how, development and design as well as sophisticated special
products from one source for your ship project – as an all-in-one solution for all public
areas. In this way we help turn even unconventional ideas into a reality.
What‘s more, we supply other companies at the shipyards directly with high-quality
products from our own manufacturing facilities.

Celebrity Reflection
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie
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Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie
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Keeping you on the crest of the waves:
Lindner Products.
Discover our extensive range of products that have been specially developed for maritime
fit-out.
We can offer you metal ceilings, panel constructions as well as hook-on and clip-in systems,
amongst other things; these can also be swing-down type, if required. Special lightweight
systems are available for partition walls and wall covering. All of the elements can be ordered in
various designs and in the dimensions you require.
Would you like to learn more about Lindner Maritime? We will be pleased to send you more
detailed information.

AIDAblu
Photos: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie
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Quantum of the Seas
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie
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Beautiful at night.
But in the daytime too:
Hotels and Resorts.
Anyone visiting an unfamiliar place
wants to feel at home in their
hotel – day and night. If the
ambience goes down well with
guests, they feel perfectly
comfortable.
Falkensteiner Hotel Schladming
Photo: © Walter Luttenberger Photography

Hotel Gate One
Photo: © Pato Safko
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Lindner Hotels and Resorts covers the entire range of
services that have to be rendered for interior fit-out in
the field of hospitality during every phase of a project.
Our goal is to provide precisely those services that
lead to the best result for the customer in cooperation
with everyone involved on site.

Bayerischer Hof
Bayerischer Hof© Nicolas Matheus, Hotel

Parquet flooring, special ceilings, wall covering,
partition walls and doors, special built-in furniture (p. 24/25 middle, p. 26 left)
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By and large: you entrust us with
your plans – we render the desired
chain of services. For your hotel.
In addition to our core business of interior design, joinery services as well as FF&E packages for
rooms and public areas, we also take care of other tasks if necessary, right through to a finished hotel.
The manufacturing network in our corporate group covers all topics for the interior fit-out of large-scale
projects.

Emblem Hotel
Photo: © The Emblem Prague

The Chedi
Photo: © GHM/Reto Guntli

Hotel Bayerischer Hof

The Chedi

Photo: © Nicolas Matheus, Hotel Bayerischer Hof

Photo: © GHM/Reto Guntli
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Lindner gets things done:
to the point.
We measure ourselves against results.
All of the employees involved in a project have frequently demonstrated their profound know-how
in practice. But they don‘t forget the details, no matter how complex the task. Because we expect
you to take a good close look.

Celebrity Reflection
Photo: © Ingrid Fiebak Fotografie

Our name has been linked to many demanding and
well-known projects over the past decades. This could
be an overall service, an individual trade or one of
our numerous products: we stand by our work and
bring this to a convincing end to your complete
satisfaction.
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We can do it all for you.
Lindner Concepts:

Lindner Products:

Lindner Service:

- Airports and Railways
- Clean Rooms and
Operating Theatres
- Cruise Liner and Ship Fit-out
- General Contracting
- Hotels and Resorts
- Insulation and Industrial Service
- Interior Fit-out and Furnishings
- Special-Purpose Constructions
and Stadiums
- Studios and Concert Halls
- System Buildings

- Ceiling Systems
- Doors
- Dry Lining Systems
- Facades
- Floor Systems
- Heating and Cooling
Technologies
- Lights and Lighting Systems
- Partition Systems
- Roofing Systems
- Steel & Glass

- Clearance of Harmful Substances
- Construction Management and
Project Development
- Deconstruction and Interior Demolition
- General Planning
- Global Product Supplies
- Green Building
- Industrial Scaffolding
- Installation and Building Services
- Research and Development

Lindner Objektdesign GmbH
Bahnhofstrasse 25
94424 Arnstorf
Germany
Telefon +49 8723 20-3675
Telefax +49 8723 20-2400
Objektdesign@Lindner-Group.com
www.Lindner-Group.com
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